Update Report

Armour Energy Limited
Kincora works begin…equity raise expanded
Armour Energy Limited (AJQ.ASX) is a junior energy producer and explorer
with assets across northern, southern and eastern Australia. The company
has been listed on the ASX since April 2012. The opportunity set for Armour
through FY21 has the capacity to materially reshape the company financially
by delivering cash flow growth, reducing debt and progressing a range of
exploration options. Although significant exploration drilling may not occur
until the end of CY21 and into 2022, the company is likely to be in a stronger
position to work its assets at its own pace and to its own plan. We will be
looking for delivery of the Kincora production growth plan which aims to
more than double production, to 20TJd and growing over the next 18-24
months.
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Share details
ASX Code

AJQ

Share price (date)

$0.022

Market Capitalisation

$20.5M

Shares on issue (as at
18-Sep)

930M

Cash (as at 30-June)

$3.2M

Free Float

~69%

Share performance (12 months)

Business model
Armour Energy is a junior oil and gas company holding a production base with expansion
options; and an extensive exploration portfolio across three Australian states, dominantly
focussed on exploring for gas. The portfolio consists of exploration plays, reflecting a mix of
moderate risk and early exploration stage with transformational potential. The company is
looking to leverage its production growth plan at Kincora to repair its balance sheet and
service a more aggressive exploration strategy, without recourse to equity markets.
Financing is always a concern at the small end and the company’s high working interests
provide options through partnering.

Progress at Kincora…more money in the bank
The production enhancement programmes at Kincora have commenced, which will provide
data for benchmarking against the growth plan. The first three wells to be fracked should
be completed and on-line by end-2020…we will know quite quickly how deliverable the
growth targets and strategy will be. It is an iterative process with results from each frack
process used to tweak the remaining wells. Success could see AJQ move a long way
towards its target of up to 20TJd by end-FY21.
The capital raise announced on 15-June has been upscaled to $15mn (from $10mn) as
evidenced of stronger market confidence and demand. AJQ will now be able to firm
additional activity in the Cooper Basin and on the Newstead Gas Storage asset. The
Newstead play in particular can provide annuity style cash flows and the business case for
AJQ is enhanced with expansion, particularly as an adjunct for export operators…the
recent Federal Government energy initiatives including expansion of the Wallumbilla hub,
make Newstead a valuable and strategic asset.

Valuation – no material change
Valuing early phase exploration and even production growth assets is a subjective exercise.
We base our indicative valuation on risk-weighted development scenarios and typical unit
NPV values across a range of prices and resource outcomes. Where appropriate we apply
discretionary probability weightings to pricing, volume and success factors, which we
believe are reasonable given the commercial operating environment and available data.
On a larger capital raising (with resultant higher issued shares dilution), roll forward of
asset values and net debt adjustment, we have made minor adjustments to our NAV. We
assign a risked valuation of $118m (13cps) to AJQ. The reference share price (2.2cps)
would suggest the market is heavily discounting the production growth and
transformational gas opportunities, likely on financing and corporate risks which should
be somewhat alleviated in the short term. The company has a number of deliverable
outcomes, particularly pertaining to Kincora production expansion that have the potential
to re-rate market sentiment and crystallise asset values as ascribed.

Upside Case
Above expectation results from Kincora gas
growth programme…more gas, higher price,
lower capex
Northern Australia success…progress at
Egilabria and securing a farm-in partner for
the NT assets. Referred success from
regional exploration would crystallise value
Success opens alternate financing options,
improves the balance sheet and restricts
dilution

Downside Case
Gas growth is not delivered to expectation
Current operating environment persists and all
projects slow down
Senior Secure Amortising Notes covenants
require additional equity capital or asset
divestment
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Surat (Kincora) work programme commences…on the cusp of
tangible growth
It’s worth referring to our Scoping Report (“Setting the scene for growth” 4-Sep) for a more detailed review
of the Kincora Project, the growth (expansion) plans and potential financial impact.
The first step in addressing the intrinsic growth potential is underway with the commencement of the 2020
field campaign consisting of the stimulation and completion of three wells in the field (Horseshoe-4, -5 and
Warroon-1).
The company will frack and stimulate a further three wells through 1H21 and undertake additional
production enhancements including the installation of pumps and assisted lift in another four wells. It will
become evident quite quickly as to how achievable the first part of the Phase 4 expansion plan is…increasing
gas output to 20TJd.
The current gas production rate of <10TJd is constrained by well deliverability which is the first bottle neck
to be addressed through the stimulation and artificial lift campaign.
Interestingly, AJQ has released an indicative estimate of the Horseshoe-4 economics, importantly adding an
estimated 1.2TJd, 4tpd of LPG and 32bpd of condensate.
Exhibit 1: What success at Horseshoe-4 could deliver

Source: Company data

Whilst the actual performance may deviate from these estimates, if Horseshoe-4 can be deemed to be
representative of the success case, we can be broadly extrapolate the output to the remaining workovers in
the campaign to imply, increased production potential of perhaps 7-7.5TJd, 25tpd (LPG) and 190bpd
(condensate).
In aggregate with the last reported (quarterly) production numbers, the field could be delivering gas output
around 15TJd with some 40tpd (LPG) and some 350bpd (oil and condensate)…a significant step towards the
initial target of 20TJd (increasing to 30TJd) with upside from artificial lift projects.
These extrapolations should be considered speculative at this stage, however, with the first three, well
stimulations expected to be completed and delivering sales gas before end-2020, we will have direct
benchmarking data to hand quite quickly.
The company has identified some thirteen stimulation projects inclusive of the current six well campaign
“…targeting by-passed or untapped gas zones previously deemed as too tight or unproductive…this is the
relatively easy ‘low hanging fruit’”.
Source: Setting the scene for growth, RaaS Scoping Report: 4-Sep
It is worth highlighting again, commentary from a recent company presentation indicating the critical focus
of the frack stimulation programme is the Black Alley shale and sands, which have been deemed prospective
in more than 10 wells in the field. The Black Alley Shale is an important regional seal and source rock and
contains intra-formational sands which could be quite an attractive exploration target.
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A very successful capital raising programme underpins confidence in
the growth opportunities.
On 15-June, 2020, the company entered into a a series of share placements and an underwritten
Accelerated Non-renounceable Entitlement Offer to raise ~$10mn. As a result of strong demand this raising
has been increased to $15mn, subject to the requisite shareholder approvals, which will be sought at the
company’s AGM in November.
Importantly DGR Global Ltd, the company’s largest shareholder has indicated its support and intent to
maintain its current percentage holding at ~19%, subject to the requisite approvals.
Adding some $5mn to the cash base provides the company with the capacity to accelerate field
programmes that may have previously been subject to funding.
In addition to the current Surat (Kincora) production growth activity, AJQ will prioritise:
•

•

Cooper Basin exploration, specifically high-grading the leads and prospects portfolio to generate 3-5
‘ready to drill’ targets by the end of FY21. Whilst this has always been the aim, additional capital would
have been likely required on our modelling, which is now covered by the increase in funds raised.
A Newstead Gas storage restart. Gas storage is valuable and we suggest will become increasingly so as
the east coast gas story continues to evolve. Newstead, as a mechanism to smooth supply, optimise
field production and arbitrage gas prices and connected directly into the Wallumbilla hub makes AJQ a
unique proposition with respect to the alternative upstream operators.
The company plans to complete “…minor above ground facility works to restart the project including
overhaul of the sales gas injection compression equipment and installation of a new bi-directional
valves at the pipeline interconnection facilities in the Wallumbilla Gas Hub.”
Source: ASX release 18-Sep

Recent federal government initiatives and plans to increase Wallumbilla capacity and connect into a number
of new basins, makes a storage facility, even if considered small in absolute terms, quite strategic, although
expansion to 24PJ is not an inconsequential volume.
Production growth and an ‘annuity style’ infra-play provide a strong points of differentiation from an
investment perspective.

Tweaking the valuation
We value AJQ using estimated unit values on reserves and; contingent and prospective resources adjusted
for discretionary probability weightings (1-risk %), to derive a gross portfolio worth. Probability weightings
are subject to change as the company delivers the next phase of exploration results and operating
conditions.
Where possible we model development outcomes based on broad guidance and historical outcomes but
note these are adjusted and overlain by the RaaS risk outlook reflecting our views of the technical and
commercial uncertainties associated with delivering the projects as modelled.
The current work programmes associated with Kincora have the capacity to materially alter our project
assumptions and weightings over the next 9 months or so.
We note that beyond Kincora, most of the remaining portfolio is early stage exploration and ascribed values
are subject to potentially significant change related to drilling results – both direct and indirect.
We have made minor adjustments to our NAV based on:
•
•

In line with the Corporate Bond facility amortisation schedule (29-Sep) we have reduced our net debt
estimate marginally to $52mn;
On a larger capital raise we lift the issued capital to 930mn shares.

In absolute terms our A$mn value of the portfolio increases slightly to $118mn (from $114mn), offsetting
the share dilution, such that our NAV remains at $0.13/share.
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Exhibit 2: AJQ NAV – the share price continues to reflect an overly risked outlook
Pr

A$mn

A$/share

50%
50%

Various

100%
100%
100%

$74
$13
$10

$0.08
$0.01
$0.01

Isa Super Basin

Various

30%

25%

$16

MacArthur Basin

Various

100%

1%

$35

$0.02 Using the lower of risked weighted Prospective
Resources or carry of STO farm-in deal
$0.04
Using risk weighted 2C and Low Case
Prospective Resources

Various

100%

PRL 2

15%

PEP 169

51%

Queensland
Kincora
Newstead storage
Exploration

Various

RaaS development scenario on 2P volumes
With ‘risked’ expansion
Includes conventional and unconventional
opportunities…nominal only

Northern Australia

Cooper Basin
Exploration

$10

$0.01

Nominal only

25%

$10

$0.01

Based on a risk weighted development model
and ascribed 2C volumes

6%

$3

<$0.01

Drill-ready opportunity with low economic
threshold…likely to be small (but potentially
profitable)

$3

<$0.01

Includes a 6.12% LKO shareholding

$174
($52)
($5)
$118

$0.20
($0.06)
($0.01)
$0.13

Victoria
Wombat-Trifon
Otway-1

Other
Net debt (as at 30-Jun)
Corporate
TOTAL
Shares issued (mn)*

930

Source: RaaS analysis; Risked values based on look through Probabilities of Success (POS) for drilling and
weighted by a RaaS risk overlay. Weightings at RaaS discretion.
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Exhibit 5: Financial Summary

Source: RaaS Advisory, Company data
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FINANCIAL SERVICES GUIDE

RaaS Advisory Pty Ltd
ABN 99 614 783 363
Corporate Authorised Representative, number 1248415
of

BR SECURITIES AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
ABN 92 168 734 530
AFSL 456663

Effective Date: 26th November 2018
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About Us
BR Securities Australia Pty Ltd (BR) is the holder of Australian Financial Services License (“AFSL”) number
456663. RaaS Advisory Pty Ltd (RaaS) is an Authorised Representative (number 1248415) of BR.
This Financial Service Guide (FSG) is designed to assist you in deciding whether to use RaaS’s services and
includes such things as
who we are
our services
how we transact with you
how we are paid, and
complaint processes
Contact Details, BR and RaaS
BR Head Office: Level 14, 344 Queen Street, Brisbane, QLD, 4000
RaaS. 20 Halls Road Arcadia, NSW 2159
P: +61 414 354712
E: finola.burke@raasgroup.com
RaaS is the entity providing the authorised AFSL services to you as a retail or wholesale client.
What Financial Services are we authorised to provide? RaaS is
authorised to
provide general advice to retail and wholesale clients in relation to
Securities
deal on behalf of retail and wholesale clients in relation to
Securities
The distribution of this FSG by RaaS is authorized by BR.
Our general advice service
Please note that any advice given by RaaS is general advice, as the information or advice given will not take
into account your particular objectives, financial situation or needs. You should, before acting on the advice,
consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs. If
our advice relates to the acquisition, or possible acquisition, of a particular financial product you should read any
relevant Prospectus, Product Disclosure Statement or like instrument. As we only provide general advice we
will not be providing a Statement of Advice. We will provide you with recommendations on securities
Our dealing service
RaaS can arrange for you to invest in securities issued under a prospectus by firstly sending you the offer
document and then assisting you fill out the application form if needed.
How are we paid?
RaaS earns fees for producing research reports. Sometimes these fees are from companies for producing
research reports and/or a financial model. When the fee is derived from a company, this is clearly highlighted on
the front page of the report and in the disclaimers and disclosures section of the report.
We may also receive a fee for our dealing service, from the company issuing the securities.
Associations and Relationships
BR, RaaS, its directors and related parties have no associations or relationships with any product issuers other
than when advising retail clients to invest in managed funds when the managers of these funds may also be
clients of BR. RaaS’s representatives may from time to time deal in or otherwise have a financial interest in
financial products recommended to you but any material ownership will be disclosed to you when relevant
advice is provided.
Complaints
If you have a complaint about our service you should contact your representative and tell them about your
complaint. The representative will follow BR’s internal dispute resolution policy, which includes sending you a
copy of the policy when required to. If you aren’t satisfied with an outcome, you may contact AFCA, see below.
BR is a member of the Australian Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA). AFCA provide fair and independent
financial services complaint resolution that is free to consumers.
Website: www.afca.org.au; Email: info@afca.org.au; Telephone: 1800931678 (free call)
In writing to: Australian Financial Complaints Authority, GPO Box 3, Melbourne, VIC, 3001.

Professional Indemnity Insurance
BR has in place Professional Indemnity Insurance which satisfies the requirements for compensation under
s912B of the Corporations Act and that covers our authorized representatives.
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DISCLAIMERS and DISCLOSURES
This report has been commissioned by Armour Energy Ltd prepared and issued by RaaS Advisory Pty Ltd.
RaaS Advisory has been paid a fee to prepare this report. RaaS Advisory’s principals, employees and
associates may hold shares in companies that are covered and, if so, this will be clearly stated on the front page
of each report. This research is issued in Australia by RaaS Advisory and any access to it should be read in
conjunction with the Financial Services Guide on the preceding two pages. All information used in the
publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources that are believed to be reliable.
Opinions contained in this report represent those of the principals of RaaS Advisory at the time of publication.
RaaS Advisory provides this financial advice as an honest and reasonable opinion held at a point in time about
an investment’s risk profile and merit and the information is provided by the RaaS Advisory in good faith. The
views of the adviser(s) do not necessarily reflect the views of the AFS Licensee. RaaS Advisory has no
obligation to update the opinion unless RaaS Advisory is currently contracted to provide such an updated
opinion. RaaS Advisory does not warrant the accuracy of any information it sources from others. All statements
as to future matters are not guaranteed to be accurate and any statements as to past performance do not
represent future performance.

Assessment of risk can be subjective. Portfolios of equity investments need to be well diversified and the risk
appropriate for the investor. Equity investments in listed or unlisted companies yet to achieve a profit or with an
equity value less than $50 million should collectively be a small component of a balanced portfolio, with smaller
individual investment sizes than otherwise. Investors are responsible for their own investment decisions, unless
a contract stipulates otherwise. RaaS Advisory does not stand behind the capital value or performance of any
investment. Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be excluded, RaaS Advisory shall not be
liable for any errors, omissions, defects or misrepresentations in the information (including by reasons of
negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise) or for any loss or damage (whether direct or indirect) suffered
by persons who use or rely on the information. If any law prohibits the exclusion of such liability, RaaS Advisory
limits its liability to the re-supply of the Information, provided that such limitation is permitted by law and is fair
and reasonable. Copyright 2020 RaaS Advisory Pty Ltd (A.B.N. 99 614 783 363). All rights reserved.
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